BEYOND

BEYOND is an immersive audiovisual
installation that explores relationships between space, time and perception. A geometrical architecture transforms space into
a container for the abstract language of
light and sound.
A tale of the collision between 2 forces:
inner and outer, darkness and light, death
and life. Waves of light and sound, crafted
through self-made software, drive an immersive experience inside this 35m long
tunnel.

BEYOND is also a study on visual and auditory perspective. By generating a long tunnel,
vanishing points are made visible, reinforcing depth effects and the perception of scale.
A cluster of speakers along the tunnel mimic
this very same perspective and depth effect
through sound. This audiovisual enhancement of spatial perception allow to study and
subvert this concepts, driving the audience
into a “travel without moving” experience.
http://www.playmodes.com/home/beyond/

https://vimeo.com/240760363
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PLAYMODES STUDIO MATERIAL
192 x 1.5m LED Tubes 30 W for each Tube
Total power need : 6.000 W aprox.
See next page for power line layout and wiring.

STROBE WALL FRONT

AUDIO (provided by organization)
16 x 8” to 12” FLOOR STAGE MONITORS
L Acoustics 115XT HiQ 1x15" LF, 1x3" HF
2 x SUBWOOFER 18”
L Acoustics SB18 1x18" LF subwofer
Audio Mixer 17 chanel out + Sound Interface
AVID VENUE SC48 Console 48in / 24out + AES
Audio wiring for 17 channel OUTPUT

SUB WOOFER
SMOKE MACHINE

0.5 m

LIGHT (provided by organization)
16 x ROBE COLORSTROBE
2 x MDG ATMOSPHERE HAZE GENERATOR
DMX WIRING FOR COLORSTROBE AND SMOKE MACHINES
STRUCTURE (provided by organization)
Peri Scafolding structure as shown in schemes
Transparent Cover for whole structure
Wood Cover on roof
Translucent Cover for Strobe Wall

STROBE WALL BACK

CONTROL BOOTH
3m x 3m Water proof tent
2 x 2m x 1m TABLE
4 chairs
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Playmodes is an audiovisual research studio
based around Barcelona.
A hybrid team of engineers, musicians and
designers, they work with self-made digital
technologies that breathe life into original
light and sound instruments. This digital luthierism has led them to apply their creativity to
immersive installations, scenography or projection mapping, in a journey outside the
square boundaries of traditional screens.
Passionate about art, maths, physics, code,
cymatics and nature, they share all these passions by giving lectures and workshops in
universities, schools or institutions. Being
part of a global network of creative coders
and artists, they collaborate with people from
around the world to deliver high quality and
innovative projects, both in the cultural or
commercial spectrum.
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